MODULE 1: SOURCES THAT FASCINATE

Lesson 2: Inspiration

WORKBOOK
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Inspiration as a Source that Fascinates

CONSUMPTION

CURATION

Actively look for
and consume
inspiration.

Decide which
pieces to collect
for study and
reference.

CATEGORIZATION
Understand how a
piece of inspiration
relates to your work
and other
fascination sources.

Are you ready to begin Consuming, Curating and Categorizing inspiration?
In this lesson, we’ve talked about how to mine yet another source--inspiration--to generate raw materials and new connections for your fascinating course ideas.
In the workbook:
• You’ll explore how inspiration can fuel your teaching ideas,
• You’ll look at the different types of inspiration and identify what to look
for as it relates to your topic.
• And you’ll start outlining your practices for organizing the pieces you
curate.

1

Explore how inspiration
can fuel your online
teaching.

For creatives, coaches, and experts who want to build online
courses, working with inspiration can fuel your teaching in several
ways, including offering:
• New ways to practice your own expert work.
• Examples, illustrations, stories and models for your course lessons.
• A “big idea” around which a course can be created.
• A complete framework for your lesson or module topics.

Let’s look at the different types of inspiration and
what you should be looking for so that you can
fuel new ideas for your teaching as you consume
inspiration.
For some of you this might be obvious and easy--but maybe
you’re missing a few things that could be useful.
And if it’s not obvious and easy for you--then this guide to what
to look for will be especially helpful.
Let’s get started!

What sources of inspiration will you focus on consuming?
Visual inspiration are things like art, architecture, floral arrangements, fashion, photography, and crafts. Thought inspiration will come from sources like books, podcasts, new
columns, magazines, studies, even creative thought work like movies.

VISUAL INSPO SOURCES

THOUGHT INSPO SOURCES

What are your content pillars?
As you start to figure out WHERE to look, my first advice is to look at sources that fit
within your content pillars.

CONTENT PILLAR #1

CONTENT PILLAR #2

CONTENT PILLAR #3

CONTENT PILLAR #4

CONTENT PILLAR #5

CONTENT PILLAR #6
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What types of inspiration might be more obliquely tied to the
aspects of your work?

What kinds of inspiration are you finding that intrigue or delight you? What new angles might these inspire you to pursue?
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Use these best practices
for working with inspiration

Here are three “rules” that’ll help you with inspiration spotting and curation choices.
RULE #1 is to identify the “wow” factor.
As you’re drawn to an inspiration piece, take time to understand why, specifically, you are drawn to the piece. What matters? What compels you? And is it
relevant for what you’re doing?

RULE #2 is to Combine inspiration pieces.
When you find something inspiring, actively look for related examples and curate them, too.
You’re looking for pieces that have something in common with the first--with
the goal of blending these elements and creating something original out of the
inspiration. In this way you understand more about why this piece matters and
you move toward your own original work with it.

RULE #3 is Set it aside as you create.
Don’t look directly at your inspiration piece as you create. Take it in ahead of
time. Understand why you’re drawn to it, what its power and relevance are.
And then do your own work. With it set aside, your own experiences and preferences can then take your work to a new place.

Ask yourself: Why am I drawn to this inspiration? Why does it
matter? What is it’s “wow factor?”
EXAMPLE #1:

SOURCE

EXAMPLE #2:

SOURCE
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EXAMPLE #3:

SOURCE

EXAMPLE #4:

SOURCE
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How can you combine the inspiration you’ve found with other
related examples?
You’re looking for pieces that have something in common with the first--with the goal
of blending these elements and creating something original out of the inspiration.

EXAMPLE #1

EXAMPLE #2

EXAMPLE #3

EXAMPLE #4
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What is the relevance of the inspiration you’ve found? What is it’s
power?
REMEMBER: You don’t want to look directly at your inspiration piece as you create.
Instead you want to take it in ahead of time. Take notes below about its power and
relevance. And then do your own work.

NOTES
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Find tools to help you curate
and categorize your inspiration.

There are so many places to take in inspiration you
need a place to collect and organize this information.
Think back to the commonplace books and scrapbooks that thinkers used to
collect information in the lesson. You’ll need your own equivalent of the commonplace book.
I’ve got a couple of recommendations for you:
• Pinterest, for visual inspiration.
• OneNote, for thought inspiration
In the pages that follow we’ll walk though setting up these tools so that you can
organize your inspiration, please jot down any notes or ideas you have about curating and categorizing your inspiration below before getting started:

How will you categorize and curate your visual content:

USING PINTEREST? CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Decide on a naming structure for your Pinterest Boards.
•
•
•

BIG TOPIC: Sub-Topic ( EX: SCRAPBOOKING: Digital )
PILLAR: Sub-Category ( EX: MEALS: Slow-Cooker, COLOR: Rainbow )
RESOURCE TYPE: Resource ( TOOLS: Classroom Platforms )

Decide whether you want your boards to be public or secret.
Decide on the order in which you want your boards to be organized.
•
•
•

CHRONOLOGICAL: In the order they show up in your process.
ALPHABETICAL: For ease of get started, adding to and finding later.
RELEVANCE/APPEAL: In order of preference or likelihood of use.

Include relevant notes in the description.
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How will you categorize and curate your thought content:

USING ONE NOTE? CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Decide on a filing structure using notebooks, sections and tabs.
•

COURSE-->BIG TOPIC-->Sub-Topic
( Scrapbook Page Parts--> PHOTOS -->Black and White )
• COURSE-->PILLAR-->Sub-Category
( Rock the Mom Life-->MEALS-->Slow-Cooker Recipes )
• COURSE-->RESOURCE TYPE-->Resource
( eCourse Blueprint-->TOOLS: Classroom Platforms )

Use the web clipper extension/app to add relevant articles and images
found on the internet using your browser or mobile device.
Add detailed notes about the inspiration by creating as many text
boxes in the OneNote work area as you like.
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